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GENERAL SOURCES


Itemizes memorabilia such as scrip, tokens, chits, propaganda leaflets, etc., including information on installations.
Outspoken criticism of Army shortcomings.

Originally published as Soldiers in Revolt: The American Military Today.


Composite depiction of tour of duty.


Analysis of 1200 interviews.


Survey on Vietnam infantrymen and small-unit leaders found higher percentages of firefight participation than earlier wars.


  Analyzes the major films, 1968-86.


Vietnam War Newsletter, 1979-. Per.


**See also:**
Bibliographies on Drug Abuse in Medical; Blacks Since 1945 in Ethnicity; Films; Morale Support; My Lai in Law-War Crimes; Individual Replacements in Replacements; Vietnam Veterans in Veterans; and various units which served in country.

**PERSONAL NARRATIVES**

Marine's account, 1969, plus his analysis of behavior.


Soldier engravings and inscriptions on Zippo lighters.

Based on review of 72 oral histories of senior retired officers who had served in VN.

Davison, Michael S. Papers. 6 Boxes. Arch.
Letters, speeches, oral history transcript cover his career 1920s-70s, including race relations & drugs in Vietnam.


Soldier Life-Vietnam


Owens, Walter A. Papers. 1 Box. Arch. Letters cover his training and Vietnam service 1967, including KIA telegram.


Includes his wartime experiences.


Transcribed interviews w/AWC students who held command in Vietnam; 280 by company commanders; 10 by battalion commanders. See Sec II, pp. 95-96 Special Bibliography 26 for indexing.


See also:

-Novels by Time Period in Literature.

**OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS/LITERATURE**


On country, people, enemy tactics, and survival tips.


Orientation handout.